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The Arab uprisings of 2010 and 2011 seemed to open the door to a new wave of democratisation. The enthusiasm for the democratising momentum in the MENA region – the Middle East
and North Africa – lasted a very short time and a return to authoritarianism prevails in some
countries, while others have fallen into the chaos of civil wars. With the revolutionary momentum waning or having been countered across the region, only Tunisia has achieved a transition
from an authoritarian regime to a democratic one, therefore falling into the spotlight of scholarly
debate about democratisation. Yet Tunisia’s transition to democracy has hitherto been explained
mainly through domestic variables. Regarding pre-revolutionary dynamics, scholars focused on
the internal conditions behind the fall of the Zine El-Abidine Ben Ali.1 These studies highlight a
level of social and political maturity across Tunisia favourable to political change in a context of
mounting discrepancies between the need for socio-economic reforms and the lack of responsiveness of Ben Ali’s authoritarianism. His party – Rassemblement Constitutionnel Democratique
(RCD) – eventually lost consensus, facing the rise of internal discontent vis-a-vis the restrictions
authoritarianism imposed.2 The post-revolutionary phase of Tunisia’s transition to democracy has
also predominantly offered domestic explanations. Some have argued that the process of reconciliation between Islamists and secularists was crucial in enhancing the transition.3 Others highlighted the role of civil society both as the watchdog of the democratic game and as the most
prominent actor leading to the new Constitution.4
The academic debate largely neglects the influence of the international dimension of Tunisia’s
democratisation, although two studies dealing with this have appeared recently. J.N.C. Hill’s comparative research on democratisation in the Maghreb region applies the S. Levistky and L. A.
Way model of global linkages to make sense of the different political outcomes across the
region.5 His study, however, highlights mostly economic linkages and does not take into account
geopolitical and cultural variables, offering limited original evidence to back the theoretical reasoning. The second study collects several contributions that shed light on patterns of interaction
between global actors and domestic groups.6 This book has two main shortcomings. First it deals
exclusively with the dynamics after the revolution and does not consider the importance of the
international context in the years leading up to it. Second, most of the book’s chapters are short
on theory and the resulting knowledge is not systematised.
The focus on domestic variables of the Tunisian democratisation limits our understanding of
the transitional process. Explaining Tunisia’s transition to democracy exclusively through a process that links rising internal discontent, the leader’s overthrow and successful bargaining among
domestic actors fails to provide exhaustive knowledge about the dynamics of transitional
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processes in the age of globalisation and interconnectedness. Thus, it would be erroneous to
explain processes of regime change without considering international influences and their interplay with domestic processes. International actors and their influences usually penetrate countries long before regimes change, in certain cases influencing domestic political, institutional and
social processes.7 These include state actors with their geopolitical interests,8 transnational advocacy networks,9 ideological and religious movements and international NGOs.10 Tunisia’s democratisation, then, needs complementary explanations that highlight how international groups have
interacted with Tunisian actors. This article is a first attempt to demonstrate that Tunisia’s journey to democracy has not been an exclusively domestic game, but has included the engagement
of international actors who contributed to enhance the process with their action.
There are, however, three caveats that have to be taken into account before proceeding with
the theoretical underpinnings of the analysis. First, offering a complete investigation of the international context surrounding Tunisia’s democratisation process is beyond the scope of this article. Second, though the idea driving this research is to investigate the international dimension
surrounding Tunisia’s democratisation, it does not intend to diminish the significance of the
domestic variables. It rather attempts to illustrate how the investigation of transnational dynamics complements the understanding of Tunisia’s transitional process. Third, the article does not
suggest that international actors – and in the specific case of the German political foundations –
have imposed their Western ideas about democracy and reforms. The contention here is that
they have contributed to bolster the ‘political interactions’ among different national actors.
Therefore, the hypothesis driving this article is that the German political foundations11 in Tunisia
under Ben Ali promoted – and secured – platforms of political debate for segments of civil and
political society. These debates – alternative to the regime propaganda but not necessarily subversive – bolstered the critical skills of attendees and, over time, built patterns of trust among
them and with the foundations. Particularly during the 2000s, the German political foundations
offered ‘oases’ of political debate where in fact segments, however small, of Tunisian society
engaged in informal talks about policy implementation, political reforms and the rule of law.
These interactions strengthened interpersonal trust among individuals who would have otherwise lacked opportunities to share alternative ideas and align their sources of political criticism.
In this regard, working in Tunisia without alienating the Ben Ali regime, the German political
foundations encapsulated the paradoxical nature of upgrading authoritarianism.12 The article
suggests that in the short run their commitment in Tunisia helped the regime in its process of
‘façade liberalisation’,13 while in the long run it generated unintended consequences for Ben Ali’s
‘upgraded authoritarianism’. Such consequences have to be taken into account when it comes to
explaining the rise of contentious politics or internal discontent through the back door.
Moreover decades of uninterrupted presence on the ground have built smooth and strong patterns of trust, paving the way for the immediate cooperative ties between the German political
foundations and members of civil and political society that led the transitional phase. Such trust
ultimately facilitated interactions, agenda-setting and the widening of partner networks, which is
considerable if compared with other offices throughout the region.
In order to validate this argument, the author conducted a number of semi-structured interviews in Tunisia with former and current Directors of the German political foundations. These
data have been validated through triangulation drawing on additional rounds of interviews with
a number of members from the foundations’ domestic partners, the majority of whom wish to
remain anonymous. The author also had access to documents and source material from the
foundations’ libraries and web archives.

The international dimension of democratisation
With the ‘third wave’14 of democratisation occurring around the world since the mid-1970s, it is
somewhat surprising that the significance of the international dimension of processes of regime
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change still remains marginal in academia, aside from cases of imposition of democracy through
military invasion.15 Excluding A. Tovias’s study on Spain and W. J. Opello Jr’s work on Portugal,16
scholarly debates in the 1980s argued consistently that regime change had a primarily domestic
dimension. During the 1990s some scholars of democratisation gradually changed their approach
and considered international variables as having a facilitating impact in transitions or playing a
prominent role in setting them off.17 In his seminal book S. P. Huntington emphasises that global
trends and the political interests of international players were capable of triggering domestic
outcomes in third countries.18 Huntington’s study, however, referred only to the first step of
democratisation – liberalisation – and D. C. Shin19 adopted Huntington’s ideas, assuming that
international variables were the starting point to approach transitions. Against this backdrop, G.
Pridham20 interestingly proposed the concept of systemic penetration, even arguing that instability during the transition process may lead domestic actors to seek aid beyond the
country’s borders.
L. Whitehead’s notions of ‘democracy by imposition, intimidation and invasion’21 described
some of the ways in which the US promoted democracy in Latin and Central America, giving life
to a parallel debate on the concept of the promotion of democracy and the use of force.22
Whitehead also attempted to systematise this knowledge by sketching three theoretical typologies to investigate the international dimension of democracy – consent, control and contagion.
Whitehead’s work was met with a degree of scepticism. P. C. Schmitter, for instance, criticised
Whitehead’s idea that global factors have, singularly, the capacity to affect domestic processes,
reasserting his belief in a secondary role of the international dimension. Schmitter saw
‘conditionality’ as at best suggesting that foreign states, international organisations and international democratic promoters can provide democratising states ‘incentives for tackling certain
issues first – say, holding elections before removing price controls or privatising state holdings –
the external conditioners could help to ensure a more orderly transition’.23 It is worth highlighting that in the late 1990s the debate on the international dimension had acquired a more
authoritative profile. However, the main shortcoming of these studies was the absence of a
sound and generalisable model finally able to upgrade the debate to an independent subfield of
study at the crossroads of international relations and comparative politics.24
Against this backdrop, H. Yilmaz’s study25 was a turning point in thinking about the ways in
which the international dimension affected processes of regime change. He underlined the
necessity of drawing theories and concepts from the literature on International Relations to have
a more complete picture of the role of the international dimension in democratic transitions.
Following Yilmaz, a few studies investigated the international contexts of a number of transitions
to democracy.26 Levitsky and Way elaborated a model to explain different political outcomes
among these regimes, illustrating why some of them democratise, other experienced political
turnover without democratisation or remained authoritarian.27 They demonstrated that the end
of the Cold War caused a sharp drop in international tolerance vis-a-vis authoritarian regimes
and their undemocratic practices. Accordingly, many regimes created formal institutions to dissimulate genuine democratisation, eventually transforming in to what Levitsky and Way called
‘competitive authoritarianism’. By introducing two concepts – Western leverage and linkage to
the West – they believe that leverage increases the cost of authoritarian abuses through economic sanctions threatening to rule countries out of international agreements, but it has a low
real effect if it is not complemented by linkage to the West. Levitsky and Way’s study did not
include the Arab World, as its political dynamics deviate from the model. Yet, according to L.
Sadiki, ‘states in the AME (Arab Middle East) have not been immured from international contexts
that, as Whitehead and Schmitter argue, can serve to promote, but sometimes demote, democratization’.28 Sadiki’s study is important in two respects. First it brings political change in the Arab
World into the debate about the international dimension of democratisation arguing that ‘the
old assumption that ‘democratization is a domestic affair par excellence’ no longer holds true’.29
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Second, Sadiki’s study is an attempt to bridge the debate’s international dimension of democratisation with the literature on democratic promotion in the Arab World.
Over the last decade, from about 2009 to 2018, the debate on the international dimension of
democratisation has not progressed, although processes of regime change still occur around the
world, while the debate on the international promotion of democracy produced a rich literature.
The two debates seem to proceed separately, especially when it comes to investigating the Arab
World. Indeed, it is widely held that the international promotion of democracy in the MENA
region does not generate the effect it had in other regions. Some scholars suggest that global
actors promoting democracy fostered the opposite outcome, de facto strengthening authoritarian regimes’ resilience,30 avoiding at best direct confrontation with regimes when not actually
supporting them.31 Others emphasise the contradictory cooperation with authoritarian regimes
on human rights.32 Sadiki notes that in certain cases external actors’ interference in Arab affairs
inhibits rather than fosters democracy. The democracy promotion literature on the region is vast
and scholars largely considered promoting democracy to be ineffective and contradictory.
Academic debate, however, lacks categorisation about the multifaceted forms of democratic promotion and their distinct results within the specific case of democratic transition. A shortcoming
of Sadiki’s study, for instance, is that he does not focus on other – less visible – methods of
international promotion of democracy.33 In this regard, L. M. Abbott argued that ‘how international democracy promotion relates to democratization outcomes appears to be assumed
rather than explicitly grounded in any conceptual literature’.34 Abbot argues that a major pitfall
in the study of democracy promotion hinges on scholars assuming rather than measuring and
categorising the outcomes of the international promotion of democracy on the ground. This
research agrees with Abbott’s assumption and suggests that by looking only at the short-term
and direct outcomes of democracy promotion scholars may neglect the incidental effects of
long-term interactions between specific international democratic promoters and domestic
groups. In this regard new studies have to unveil different strategies taken by international
actors – be they state or non-state – across the region. In short, the study of the international
promotion of democracy should be more complementary to the study on the international
dimension of democracy, as they are intertwined research debates. Therefore, research focusing
on the international dimension of democratic transitions has to highlight those interactions
between international and domestic actors that help local groups in successfully accomplishing
the process.
Tunisia is a relevant case to validate the argument that international democratic promoters
may positively foster domestic processes that are conducive to democratisation and enhance
interaction between local actors. In this respect, analysing the 2011 democratisation processes in
North Africa, A. Stepan and J. J. Linz suggested that, unlike Egypt, Tunisia developed a less creative civil society but a more political one.35 They argued that for a transition to democracy to
succeed, a country needs more than a civil society; it needs a politically aware society, composed
of ‘activists who can not only rally resistance to dictatorship, but can also talk among themselves
about how they can overcome their mutual fear and craft the rules of the game for a democratic
alternative’.36
The politicisation of civil society is an essential ingredient for successful democratisation processes. M. Camau argued that without ‘politicisation’, civil society can accumulate social capital
that is not conducive to the democratic journey.37 Such an assumption is particularly relevant in
the Middle East, where research has convincingly argued that the expansion of civil society can
be regime-sponsored and instrumental in tightening control over dissent.38 Against this backdrop, Tunisia presents an ambiguous picture. B. Hibou depicts Ben Ali’s Tunisia as a ‘police-state’,
where harsh repression prevailed, highlighting the absence of physical and intellectual space to
voice discontent.39 Two decades under such a repressive regime have hampered civil society
from developing into a politically committed one. Yet, as Stepan and Linz stated, despite the
tightening regime control ‘a political society began to develop’.40 Their statement is noteworthy,
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but it needs greater empirical backing.41 The challenge for scholars is to understand where and
how segments of civil society had the possibility to transform their claims into embedded political alternatives.
C. Sadowsky offers interesting insights into the argument of democratic political debate in
authoritarian regimes. Employing the case of Eastern European countries under communism, she
argues that autonomous domestic groups can independently organise and debate on politics
without directly challenging the regime. She suggests that ‘in Marxist-Leninist systems, the barriers to democratic political culture are constructed through atomising citizens, destroying communities, and controlling the resource for independent action’.42 Although East European
countries are not fully comparable to MENA countries, the argument about atomising individuals
is crucial to the concept of political debate in authoritarian regimes. Atomised individuals do not
have space to debate politics, to share ideas and to build interpersonal trust. Following
Sadowsky, the following sections emphasise the significance German political foundations had in
encouraging political debate among Tunisia’s politically oriented individuals and civil society
groups that would have otherwise lacked opportunities to share ideas about governance,
reforms and policy implementation.

German political foundations: a ‘unique’ type of democratic promoter
As the cases of Spain and Portugal show, academia has mainly focused on the role of the
German foundations in assisting political parties during processes of transition to democracy.43
Their capacity to deliver assistance differs from other international actors for a number of reasons. K. Weissenbach illustrates the mechanism through which these quasi-non-governmental
organisations (technically quasi-autonomous NGOs) – Quangos – work, arguing how their status
provides unique opportunities in the field of political party assistance.44 According to
Weissenbach, German foundations carry out their projects with resident representatives enjoying
considerable autonomy, but they are financially secured by the German state, thereby avoiding
the financial volatility of other international actors.45 This secure financial support allowed the
German foundations to participate in the majority of transitions to democracy after the Second
World War, including in Southern Europe, Latin America and Eastern Europe.46
One of the shortcomings of these studies is the lack of proper investigations about the specific types of support that German political foundations offer to civil society organisations in
authoritarian regimes. Weissenbach touches on this crucial point, talking about the foundations’
attempts to identify would-be political alternatives and ‘strengthening pro-democratic individual
and civil society groups which have the potential to establish new democratic political parties’.47
In this vein, as the German foundations usually enter countries long before processes of regime
change begin, their strategies and the domestic impact they have deserve better analysis in light
of the relevance of international actors in transitions. Indeed, the German foundations foster coalitions of civil society organisations by offering ‘free platforms’ to discuss policies within constrained environments. They also assist institutes and organisations that deliver professional
expertise to domestic groups without challenging the regime. In this regard, two additional elements have to be highlighted when it comes to understanding the capacity of the German political foundations to achieve results within authoritarian settings. First, German political parties do
not impose any constraints on their affiliated foundations regarding the kind of agenda they
wish to pursue with civil society partners. This allows foundations to tailor cooperation to the
real needs of domestic partners, free of ideological impositions. Second, while German political
parties do not drive the agenda of the affiliated foundations, the foundations’ offices on foreign
soil rely on the strong protection and indirect legitimacy of the German political system. In particular contexts and specific times, the interactions they have with domestic groups may generate outcomes that other international democratic promoters fail to achieve, either because their
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capacity is constrained or because they do not enjoy the complete support of donors. Reflecting
on international democratic promotion, M. Kurki argues that the German political foundations
are ‘the most openly and self-avowedly radical political and ideological among democracy promoters today’,48 pointing at the distinction with US political foundations, which are politicised
rather than technocratic in their democracy assistance.
This special status foundations have is particularly interesting if one considers the limited
manoeuvring of international groups in close regimes. Indeed, in authoritarian settings, international co-operation agencies and international organisations operate through a state-by-state
framework. In Tunisia, for instance, despite a large democracy promotion programme, the
European Union used its instruments to promote human rights and democracy – which allows it
to reach civil society without the regime’s assent – for the first time only in 2009. Transnational
networks of advocacy such as Amnesty International or Human Rights Watch, for their part, did
not find institutional or diplomatic support for their campaigns because the US and European
countries were close allies of the Ben Ali regime.49 According to a former regional program officer at Amnesty International,50 the team urged embassies to raise their voices against restrictions
and abuses during Amnesty’s fieldwork in Tunisia whilst drafting annual reports. However, the
reaction was muted, with the majority of foreign governmental actors aligned with the regime’s
narrative. Other political foundations such as those in France and the United States that promoted democracy in the country were more dependent on the agenda imposed by their affiliated political party, ultimately remaining constrained within the geopolitical limits of diplomatic
channels. An additional aspect that marks the diversity – and somehow explains the success – of
the German political foundations compared to other actors is their long-standing presence within
the countries targeted. German political foundations decided to open offices within the targeted
country for nurturing patterns of cooperation based on trust while dealing with the contingent
political reality. This strategy generates a number of significant and specific outcomes. First, it
allows foreign officials to develop a wide network within the country. Second the foundations
are increasingly perceived as ‘domestic actors’ involved in national politics and sharing the real
concern of domestic groups. D. Dokowska suggests that the establishment of offices on foreign
soil becomes a resource allowing foundations to be seen as the centre of action and expertise
rather than merely a department of their headquarters in Germany.51 Third it permits the foundations to be ready to deal with new political forces during political change or transitional periods. In an interview with the author, the Director of the Friedrich Naumann foundation in
Tunisia stated that, in authoritarian countries, if regimes collapse the foundations would be ready
to deal with any emerging new groups because they certainly would have already established
links, led activities and participated in projects in the past.52 Such statements are backed up
with evidence from the transitions to democracy in Portugal and Spain and most of the Latin
America countries.53 The investigation of the international context under Tunisia’s Ben Ali helps
to understand why the foundations have enjoyed the room to manoeuvre necessary to make
them more effective when compared to other international democratic promoters. The financial
assistance, the strong protection of the German political system, the independence in leading
the agenda and the long-standing presence on foreign soil create the conditions for the foundations to be able to do what other international groups cannot: reaching civil society by partially
circumventing the control of the regime.

The German political foundation in Tunisia before the revolution: ‘the unintended
consequences of Ben Ali’s upgraded authoritarianism’
In the 1970s West Germany increased its co-operation activities in many countries, developing
€r Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ),
financial assistance programmes through the Gesellschaft fu
cultural penetration with the Goethe Institute and democratic promotion with the German
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political foundations. The latter played a relevant role as they promoted democratic values
around the world, establishing patterns of cooperation abroad with civil society groups. This
happened quite smoothly in Latin America, mainly during the 1980s, and in Eastern Europe in
the 1980s and 1990s. The MENA region proved to be a more complex setting to establish offices
and identify reliable partners. In a number of countries across the region – Libya and Syria – the
German political foundations never established office. In others such as Yemen, Iraq, Algeria and
Lebanon the foundations’ offices were short-lived or were forced to dislocate because of the brutality of civil wars.54 In Egypt, the foundations had turbulent relations in Egypt both under
Mubarak and in the post-revolutionary period, especially after the police arrested two employees
of the Konrad Adenauer Foundation.55 Such an event disrupted the nascent commitment to
encourage freedom of expression in post-revolutionary Egypt, prompting the foundation to close
its office and stop field missions. Friedrich Ebert Foundation and Hanns Seidel foundations are
still on the ground with a minimal operational capacity.
The discontinuous presence or complete absence of field offices thwarted the capacity of the
German political foundations to cooperate with post-revolutionary elites in countries such as
Libya, Egypt, Yemen and Syria. Two countries, Jordan and Morocco, have had a fairly durable
cooperation between civil and political actors and the German political foundations, although
this is not comparable to post-revolutionary Tunisia’s in terms of funding and initiatives. Yet, neither monarchy experienced significant changes among elites over the time and the elites’ discontent never reached the level of Tunisia’s. Against this backdrop, Tunisia stands as an outlier
as it has had four foundations working at the same time since the late 1980s. Moreover, after
€ll and Rosa Luxemburg – opened offices
the revolution two additional foundations – Heinrich Bo
in Tunisia. The Konrad Adenauer even opened a second office in 2013.
The story of German foundations in Tunisia dates back to the mid-1960s when they started to
penetrate the Tunisian social and political environment, establishing ties with prominent domestic actors. The first was the Friedrich Naumann Stiftung56 (hereafter FNS), which opened its first
office outside of Germany, on Tunisian soil, in 1964, setting up partnerships with associations
from the media and entrepreneurial world. The Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (hereafter FES) established a department in Tunisia in 1970, relying on previous contacts with the major Tunisian
labour union – Union Generale des Travailleurs Tunisiens (UGTT). The Konrad Adenauer Stiftung
(hereafter KAS) arrived in Tunisia in 1982, supporting mostly the Union Tunisienne de l’Industrie,
du Commerce et de l’Artisanat (UTICA). Finally, the Hanns Seidel Stiftung (hereafter HSS) opened
a Tunisian office in 1989, arranging partnerships with administrative and professional institutions
such as the Ecole Nationale d’Administration (ENA). The relations of the foundations with the
Bourguiba regime (1956–1987), however, were turbulent and did not allow German political
foundations to develop their agendas properly. The complex dynamics experienced by the
foundations’ offices in Tunisia under Habib Bourguiba depended on the historical context. The
western community – including West Germany – perceived Tunisia and its secular leader
Bourguiba as an important ally for preventing both the radical left and radical Islam from gaining
power in the context of the Cold War and did not wish to unduly upset the regime. When Ben
Ali overthrew Bourguiba through a ‘medical coup’, his regime ushered in a phase of economic
liberal reforms that pleased the international community, leading international actors to praise
Tunisia as a model of neoliberalism. Against, this backdrop Ben Ali welcomed the collaboration
of some transnational groups because they allowed him to display the regime’s ‘façade’
liberalisation.
The German political foundations then began to increase their work in the country, delivering
more tailored actions and establishing stronger ties with domestic groups. In this respect, during
the 1990s and 2000s they broadened their involvement in Tunisia, contributing to the making of
Ben Ali’s ‘liberalised autocracy’.57 The limits of upgrading authoritarianism have been conceptualised in a number of studies. Employing the case of Syria, T. Pierret and K. Selvik provide empirical material for challenging the argument that people are subjected to top-down ‘authoritarian’
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reforms and simply do not react, arguing instead that social actors ‘use their resources to seize
opportunities left by a readjusting state’.58 Looking at Tunisia, R. H. Haugbølle and F. Cavatorta
noted that
society does not remain exclusively passive and supine, but generates a set of responses that can moderate
the top-down upgrading of authoritarianism and provide social and political actors with new instruments
for creating autonomous publics where dissent might be generated.59

As mentioned above, the increased interactions and political contacts among domestic groups
and foundations, eventually, generated ‘unintended consequences’ for Ben Ali’s upgraded
authoritarianism. Some empirical evidence from the German political foundations in Tunisia
backs up this theoretical assumption.
The relations of the FES with Tunisia date back to the early 1950s, when the foundation
established ties with the Neo Destour party – later PSD – and the UGTT. As soon as the domestic
rivalry between the PSD and UGTT increased, escalating with the 1978 general strike and governmental repression, FES left the country for ten years. In the aftermath of the Ben Ali-led coup,
the FES reopened its office in Tunisia and took advantage of the Rassemblement Constitutionnel
Democratique (RCD) membership of the Socialist International.60 Since the FES is linked to the
Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands (German Social Democratic Party, SPD) – one of the most
prominent members in the Socialist International – the foundation enjoyed a fair degree of influence vis-a-vis Ben Ali, as he carefully orchestrated his relations with the powerful SPD because
the German party supported him as the champion of Tunisian development.61 When some
Western political parties within the Socialist International – in particular the French Socialists –
urged the exclusion of the RCD, the SPD advocated for the continuation of the RCD’s membership, de facto empowering the FES in Tunisia.62 Thus, positive relations with the SPD implied tolerating some of the more problematic FES activities in Tunisia. The foundation, thus, had a
degree of bargaining power vis-a-vis Ben Ali and his regime. According to the then director of
the FES, the regime was aware that the foundation organised meetings among dissidents of the
UGTT and other groups such as the Ligue Tunisienne des droits de l’homme (LTDH), but its
mukharabat did not hamper these meetings.63 Tension was at times high, but leading members
of the foundation would receive constant apologies from the Minister of the Interior who was
under diplomatic pressure to provide these. A noteworthy episode occurred when the police harassed a Tunisian intern working for the foundation about his job-related activities. The director
of the FES immediately informed the SPD’s headquarters in Germany of this and a few days later
the then Minister of the Interior fully apologised for the unwelcome episode. This minor event
reveals a degree of political weakness within Ben Ali’s regime vis-a-vis these transnational actors.
Most importantly, it reveals that the FES’ protective space for debate could not simply be shut
down, as the regime was doing with others international actors. In this vein, the mediation role
played by FES during skirmishes among partners like the Association Tunisienne de Femmes
Democrates (ATFD), LTDH and Forum democratique pour le travail et les libertes (FDTL) – also
known as Ettakatol – highlights its intention to become a ‘protective’ umbrella for domestic coalitions. The FES emerged as a troubleshooting actor, whose assistance contributed to the survival
of a number of organisations, strengthening ties between the international and the domestic levels. As an example, by keeping the spotlight on human rights groups such as LTDH, the FES in
part helped to ensure the survival of the organisation.64 Regional members of the UGTT and
prominent members of the LTDH used to meet at the foundation to share ideas and discuss
common issues.65 In an interview with the author, a former member of the LTDH noted that during the 2000s labour unions and human rights groups began to collaborate, broadening their
national outreach. The coalition of human rights groups and sections of the labour unions was
encouraged by external actors, whose commitment rose slightly as internal criticism widened.
The FES’s main domestic partner, the UGTT, has always been a powerful but factionalised labour
union, with some leaders aligned to the regime and others – mostly at the local level – much
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less so. The latter became more critical of the regime’s restrictions and attitudes and regularly
some of them joined the foundation, looking for political support and mediation.
As the annual report of the foundation outlines, the FES-led dialogue activities strengthened
political debate among domestic partners. Respondents who regularly attended the foundation’s
events confirm this point.66 They acknowledge the role of the FES in providing a platform for
free debate, offering financial support and ideas for projects. For instance, FES focused on the
empowerment of young adults, and above all, of young women. The training program launched
 venir, was established with the Association des femmes Tunisiennes
by the FES, Generation a
democrates (AFTD), the Association des Femmes Tunisiennes pour la Recherche sur le
Developpement (AFTURD), the LTDH and UGTT in 2007 and implemented from 2008 onwards.
The Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS) had less influence compared to the FES. Yet, its close
links with the influential Christian Democratic Union (CDU) deterred Ben Ali from undertaking
any action against the KAS’s activities, which would have strongly affected diplomatic ties
between Tunisia and Germany. Indeed, the first chancellor of reunified Germany Helmut Kohl
(CDU) dominated the national political scene from 1989 to 1998, while Angela Merkel was
elected Chancellor in 2005 and she has been in power since then. Thus, in the 1990s and 2000s
the CDU’s power in Germany and its influence across Europe were too significant for Ben Ali to
undermine his good relations with it. Furthermore, two elements allowed the KAS in Tunisia to
conduct its ‘democratic promotion’ agenda without directly challenging the regime. First, it
chose not to openly criticise the regime while conducting its activities. Second, it selected some
local partners not directly connected with democracy promotion and preferred professional
organisations such as UTICA and the Association des Responsables de Formation et de Gestion
Humaine dans les Entreprises (ARFORGHE), asking them to define their projects and objectives.67
The foundation endowed its partners with financial support and technical expertise in order to
enhance their effectiveness. These collaborations between the KAS and the Tunisian partners
^mes des
eventually raised their political profile. The case of the Association des Tunisiens Diplo
Grandes Ecoles (ATUGE) is instructive in this sense. According to the organisation’s head of office,
in 2002–2003 the ATUGE experienced a decrease in its activities. KAS was among those transnational institutions that financially supported ATUGE in a number of events and workshops to
restart its activities. ATUGE, a civil society organisation with about 6000 members eventually
organised the ‘Tuesday meetings of ATUGE’, a space where civil society elites discussed policymaking relevant issues. Debate focused on energy policy, economic issues, transport and others,
ultimately increasing the networking, ties and political ideas of would-be political actors. During
the final years of Ben Ali’s regime, ATUGE raised its profile as a space where different elites –
although formally aligned with the regime – discussed policy implementation, embodying a
potential political coalition.68 Such platforms for debate were instrumental to discuss a policy
that differed from those the regime promoted and therefore political debate framed within these
spaces, although not overtly threatening the regime, represented a hidden challenge to mainstream politics. Furthermore, interactions among people of different political and ideological persuasions enhanced critical capacity, a crucial skill of the democratic game. Interestingly, after the
revolution, the first and the second transitional governments headed by Mohamed Ghannouchi
and by Beji Caid Essesbi saw the appointment of a number of people with experience of
ATUGE meetings.69
The other two foundations present in Tunisia in pre-revolutionary times – Hanns Seidel
Stiftung (HSS) and Friedrich Naumann (FNS) – maintained a more direct connection with the
government. Yet, their actions also empowered professional experts and enhanced political
debate. Since its arrival in 1989, HSS has extensively collaborated with the Ecole d’Administration
Nationale (ENA), a state institution, which trains public sector elites. The foundation directly provided funding to experts for the delivery of intensive training programmes to strengthen the
understanding of political and administrative sectors. Issues such as good governance, separation
of powers, institutional development, the independence of the judiciary and decentralisation
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were at the core of these training programs. Although the impact of these programmes is hard
to measure, the fact that HSS’s targets were young professionals suggests a strategy for the
empowerment of new generations. In the mid-1990s, the foundation widened its strategy to
 la Decentralisation en Tunisie
another governmental office – Centre de Formation et d’Appui a
(CFAD). Once again the pattern of collaboration relied on training programmes to improve
attendants’ expertise on legislative processes. It is worth outlining that Tunisian experts usually
held these training sessions, but the Hanns Seidel Foundation selected them and monitored the
quality and its correct delivery.70 HSS broadened its activities in early 2000, as the foundation
began collaborating with universities. The choice to enlarge the spectrum of partners highlighted
the will to influence those environments where present and future elites debated with fewer
constraints. Although its conferences did not address controversial topics, discussions on a number of issues highlighted scepticism and criticism about the ineffectiveness of the regime and
the violation of rights.71 The members of the foundation realised that in academia critical and
alternative debates took place. Some among the participants attending its conferences were the
same professionals involved in HSS’s activities with partners such as ENA and CFAD. This suggests the existence of a network of people (mainly professionals from the law sector) very close
to the foundations. Indeed, conferences focused on topics related to the judicial and the administrative system.72 The HSS also held panels with individuals from ONAT – L’ordre national des
avocats – which raised its critical profile vis-a-vis the regime since early 2000. Indeed, the ONAT
went through a process of gradual de-alignment with the Ben Ali regime, moving from
‘allegiance to protest’ and finally becoming an opposition stronghold. E. Gobe notes that the
ONAT was ‘an arena of political protest by default, a sort of alternative political field’.73 HSS set
up an official partnership with ONAT shortly after the revolution and implemented the partnership with other professional networks such as the Association des Magistrats Tunisiens (AMT).74 In
short, on one hand the HSS retained the outlook of a transnational group committed to the
improvement of the state administration’s capacity. On the other, it created space for debate
and workshops among professors and professionals, including members of judges and lawyers’
associations, which eventually lowered their trust in Ben Ali.
FNS focused on empowering journalists and small entrepreneurs. The foundation collaborated
with the Institut de Presse and Science informatique (IPSI) and most importantly, supported the
creation of the Centre Africain de perfectionnement des journalistes et communicateurs (CAPJC).75
However, during Ben Ali’s regime the Foundation increased the number of activities, collaborating with small business groups as well. Neither Ben Ali nor his predecessor Bourguiba wanted a
free press and freedom of opinion among journalists and it established the Institute as a facade
to monitor civil society more tightly. However, the limitation on press freedom did not prevent
the FNS from conducting its activities. It encouraged it in fact to tailor its strategy to the political
reality in order to maximise the presence. For instance, the FNS was aware that promoting freedom of the press or investigative journalism would have meant both a clash with the government and it would have exposed journalists to danger. For years, FNS trained journalists to
develop their expertise without creating friction with the regime. Empowerment focused on
long-term engagement. Although it was very slow, some progress was achieved. It provided individual expertise, which could be adapted rapidly in periods when limitations and constraints
were weakened or dismantled.76
The action of the FNS reveals how upgraded authoritarianism generated ‘unintended consequences’. In this regard, some scholars highlighted the crucial role played by skilled bloggers
and journalists in connecting the local level and the international environment during the final
years of the regime and in the immediate aftermath of the revolution.77 A second example arises
from the economic sector. The FNS was somehow supportive of Ben Ali’s economic reforms process in the 1990s and closely supported the Institut Arabe des Chefs d’Entreprises (IACE). Yet,
when Tunisian businessmen’s support for Ben Ali waned in the early 2000s, the foundation dealt
with their rising discontent and became more critical vis-a-vis the regime.
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All this evidence demonstrates the relevance of interaction among international actors and
domestic groups for better explaining a country’s journey to democracy. Transnational forces
penetrating domestic boundaries without challenging the regime’s hold on power may foster
alternative debate among atomising social actors, thereby lowering group compliance vis-a-vis
the regime’s narrative and improving individual critical skills. These processes generate potential
coalitions of social groups that develop alternative political debates and ideas to those of the
regime and new social demands under the protective umbrella of the Foundation. When the
regime is challenged, such coalitions emerge as ready and structured forces, influencing the timing of the leader’s demise.

The German foundations after the revolution: soft power in Tunisia’s
democratisation
The enduring commitment and the countywide networks of trust established across civil society
allowed the German foundations to have a prominent role in the immediate aftermath of political change. Following the 2010 Tunisian uprising and the 2011 toppling of President Ben Ali,
the space for direct democratic promotion dramatically increased. Accordingly, the budget of the
German political foundations in Tunisia rose progressively (despite not being allowed to provide
the data, all the foundations confirmed that their budgets had tripled, along with the number of
their employees). However, political party assistance has not gone smoothly and has posed a significant challenge to the usual mechanisms that foundations employ when authoritarian regimes
collapse for a number of reasons. First – and foremost – the Islamist Party al-Nahda was finally
free to participate in competitive politics and overtly stepped into the political fray espousing
values that were ‘alien’ to all the foundations. In this respect, the complexity stems from the
socio-political environment where the foundations operate. As mentioned above, the involvement of German political foundations in countries experiencing transition to democracy began
in early 1970 in Latin America and Southern Europe. In these contexts it was easier to identify
political actors with which to establish ties because of the relative clarity of the ideological
left–right spectrum. In the Muslim world though, the ideological background of a number of
political parties increases the complexity of the task. For instance, after the revolution the KAS
did not have a political party it could link up with, as al-Nahda was perceived as an enemy of
the laïcite of the foundation. Moreover, there was, and still is to an extent, a degree of scepticism about al-Nahda’s transformation into a Muslim Democratic Party and KAS remained distrustful of al-Nahda. Instead, since 2013, KAS has been directly supporting the new secular political
party Nida Tounes, perceived to be more attuned to the foundation’s values. This introduces a
second issue for party assistance by German foundations in Tunisia. In the aftermath of the
Tunisian revolution, political boundaries were not set and the parties’ volatility was very high, in
part because they were interested in maximising gains or preserving their position. Although the
situation normalised after the Constitution was approved and national elections were held in
2014, party volatility remains high. Accordingly, the foundations struggle to channel political
assistance to specific parties.
For instance, the political partnership between the FES and the leftist FDTL, paradoxically,
proved to be more problematic after 2011 than previously.78 Indeed, the party suffered a loss of
credibility as its leaders, after the elections to the Constituent Assembly in October 2011, entered
into a coalition government with the Islamist Party. Eventually, FES assistance to the leftist parties vanished and today the foundation does not support political parties, privileging activities
with civil society partners.79 This complex situation has led HSS to opt for political neutrality and
to avoid setting up partnerships with specific political parties. Instead, it deals with the whole
spectrum of parties, supporting extensive training programs. The only foundation continuing to
support political parties since the revolution is the FNS, which has worked with Afek Tounes since
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its creation in March 2011. Finally, the two foundations that entered the country after the revolu€ll (HBS) – are more inclined to deal with issues –
tion – Rosa Luxemburg (RLS) and Heinrich Bo
i.e. environment – rather than with parties.80
This evidence deserves better explanation. In a transition to democracy, where the dispersion
of power creates a political vacuum, international actors may channel financial assistance to a
specific political party, favouring its political win regardless the regularity of the elections.
National politics can then become a battleground for international competitors backing respective allies on the political scene. In Tunisian post-revolutionary elections, many citizens perceive
that international actors – mainly foreign states – have channelled large amounts of money to
back political parties, thereby altering the fair terms of electoral competition. Qatar and the
Muslim Brotherhood’s funding allegedly boosted the Islamic party al-Nahda, while France, the
United States and the Wahhabi countries backed the secular Nida Tounes and other political
forces to a lesser extent. However, this reasoning limits the understanding of the role some international actors may play, as the international dimension also includes other groups that deliver
supportive aid without blatant geopolitical purposes. The German political foundations are positioned at the forefront of this phenomenon. They have delivered extensive training to Tunisian
political parties. The partnership has enhanced the skills of political members in many areas,
including accurately comprehending how to redact electoral laws, political communication, and
negotiation skills during political debates. Moreover, it also allows members of different parties
to share ideas and refine their political understanding out of constrained and highly politicised
environments such as the parliament or the party’s offices. More specifically, multiparty trainings
present political party attendees with alternative ideas that improve their understanding of competitive politics and democratic pluralism. Respondents from political parties confirm the validity
of these statements. Nida Tounes and al-Nahda’s respondents confirm that multiparty training
encouraged a polyvalence politique (political versatility) that has lowered tensions and harsh confrontations between militants after the revolution. Opposition political parties such as the Front
Populaire or smaller parties such as the centrist party al-Johmouri also shared this idea.
The mechanism through which foundations strengthen civil society has been reinforced. The
foundations play a remarkable role in sponsoring coalitions and co-operation among their partners in order to encourage them to achieve common goals. Although domestic groups in principle are reluctant to co-operate on large initiatives, the German foundations help them to
realise the benefit of making a coalition. Empirical evidence from the four foundations confirms
this assumption. FES continues to promote dialogue between its historical partners such as UGTT
and LTDH and new partners, mainly focusing on socioeconomic issues and human rights, especially women’s rights. The KAS’s partners are increasingly co-operating, even building national coalitions. For instance, the Forum de l’Academie Politique (FOAP) – a political academy for young
politicians formerly close to Nida Tounes – is co-operating with the Institut Tunisien des etudes strategiques.81 Hanns Seidel has always favoured the collaboration of its domestic partners on projects
and it is training young members of political parties.82 FNS has contributed to the creation of the
Association Tunisienne pour l’Integrite et la Democratie des Elections (ATIDE). This NGO, focusing on
the protection of democratic values and freedom of association, collaborates extensively with the
Liberal Party Afek Tounes in order to provide expertise in the field of electoral monitoring. More
interestingly, ATIDE and Kolna Tounes, another strategic partner of the foundations, organise joint
press conferences and training programmes, mainly aimed at improving effectiveness in the
domain of decentralisation and the administrative electoral law framework.
By encouraging and financially supporting such domestic coalitions of civil society and
organising multiparty trainings and debates, the German political foundations continue supporting democratic political debate. The effectiveness of their action is positively perceived
among domestic partners and relies on two crucial aspects. First, the foundations tend not to
impose their views, limiting their strategy to ‘institutionalise fair competition’ among their
domestic partners. The foundations do not always share the same views on issues, but there
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are core values which align the foundations on the same wavelength such as human rights,
pluralism and tolerance. There is less agreement on economic policy, often mirroring the
diverging visions about other issues that pertain to the core values of the foundations. Second,
each foundation has its own domain of expertise and, ideally, they try not to overlap. The
respect for the domains of expertise avoids competition over issues that belong to the very
intimate nature of a foundation.

Conclusion
The German political foundations have established ties and set up partnerships in Tunisia since
the early 1960s. Their effective action in the country, however, has increased since the late
1980s, when Ben Ali not only perceived their profile of ‘democratic promoters’ as not challenging
for his hold on power, but he welcomed their transnational influence for upgrading
authoritarianism.
Against this backdrop, in the 1990s and 2000s the four German foundations were more active
in Tunisia. They tailored their strategy of democratic promotion on the political reality, avoiding
open confrontations vis-a-vis the regime. The German political foundations in Tunisia supported
political debate and launched partnerships aimed at favouring political interactions among
domestic groups. The results achieved in Tunisia relied on their unique status of ‘legitimised
independent’ international actors. Indeed, on one hand each foundation is financially supported
by the German state and fairly protected by its own party of affiliation. On the other, all foundations maintain a degree of independence in delivering their programs, and neither the German
political parties nor the German embassy in Tunisia interferes in the method they use to select
domestic partners and develop their agendas.
FES used its political protection to become an engine of democracy, reaching a broad spectrum of civil actors and providing a platform to debate. The other foundations decided to plant
the seeds of democracy, supporting political debate and improving professional expertise
among partners.
The foundations were instrumental to the Ben Ali strategy of upgrading authoritarianism. Yet,
Ben Ali’s regime proved not to be as strong as its authoritarianism upgraded paradigm expected
and the German foundations’ actions eventually generated unintended consequences that in
part weakened its hold on power. An additional factor increased the effectiveness of the foundations vis-a-vis their domestic partners. By strategically retaining their presence on Tunisian soil
the German foundations have been increasingly perceived by the Tunisian partners to be reliable
actors fully committed to helping domestic groups. In this respect, the German foundations had
a prominent role in the immediate aftermath of the revolution.
This article stands as a first attempt to explore the almost uncharted international dimension
of Tunisia’s transition to democracy. In doing so it sheds new light on how transnational influences can bolster domestic actors’ capacity to create conditions for democratisation to develop.
Indeed, external actors’ interaction with domestic groups might enhance critical skills and
improves expertise among people, eventually impacting the timing of the regime’s demise and
facilitating the transitions themselves.
The investigation of international context, then, is crucial for scholars who explore both processes of democratisation and the authoritarian resilience. Without assessing the interactions
between the international level and the domestic realm the understanding of a regime change
is limited, when not flawed. Drawing from previous studies, this case study has refined and complemented the argument that the strategies of interaction employed by these foundations are
conducive to democratisation. It also opens doors for future academic research on the international dimension of Tunisia’s democratisation.
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